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rd appeals decision vs EPFK mgr yesterday.• Fear inevitable Athout more daring, 
efense that had to be an attack on FBI and its needs and motives. With record on 
• from them here...Progress (?) report:_JL has finished his legal analysis and if 
d, read and corrected by Tuesday, when I have to be in DC and canick it up. 

finished retyping my part last night. I went to bed before she did. Increasingly 
' terrupted early hours more productive.) PH seems to be censoring, not replading 
d-off documents so I'll go ahead without them...Getting closer to end The Unimpeach-
that is. It still tells an untold story, after the House output (-which I've not 
to get) Working on the Baker report now when I had to stop yesterday. Should fin-

ore afternoon interruption...a filed an inch of discovery motions since he was 
ailing carbons he forgot last time. Ray case. We have been discussing this regularly 
cord. (I make it a point not to read any where there may not be the likelihood of 
where I think he may not see subtleties or miss angles I do do he can refile. He 
well, particularly for an inexperienced lawyer. The state- will be climbing the 
come to my thihking, I think, that he can educate the judge this way. It appears 
t they'll be using me as a witness on more than originally expected, particularly 

does not priduce Frank, Huie, McEillan...Livingston wants me to do more Memphis 
. I've agreed with him to do it next month when there is a conference with the 
ge if 1 can go a couple of days early but I'm hot anxious and making no issue having 
from Bud, who just came back from another expensive futility, expecting to get the 
of the Drainer diary through father. Twth-man trip he paid for. He has an unerring 
spending money in waye that can't yield a return. Best, HW 7/24/74 
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